BelExpo selects RealCGR
for safety and resilience

®

Belgium’s Green Arch
relies on RealBCP ®
and RealDPG ® for continuity
and data protection
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What is the role of RealCGR® in respect of the Belgian Pavilion ?
Many thousands will visit the Belgian Pavilion and see for themselves what Belgian “art de vivre”, technology and society
have to offer. For many reasons we were eager to contribute to the resilience of the Belgian Pavilion. First, it is a matter
of contributing to the safety of all people taking part, be it visitors, businesspeople, employees, ...
This involves lots of processing of personal data. The Pavilion has chosen to handle this aspect
in full compliance with Belgian, European and international laws and hence guarantees the
highest standards in handling of all stakeholders’ personal data.
This is by using our own products: RealBCP® (for building resilience and reacting in case of crisis),
RealCRC® (for smart notification and alerting) and RealDPG® (for managing Data Protection
Compliance in compliance with the EU-GDPR and many more national data protection laws).

RealCGR® stands for Compliance, Governance and Risk Management.
We, as RealCGR®, provide advisory and implementation services in the fields of corporate resilience, crisis
communication, personal data protection, information security, third party cyber risk management and enterprise risk
management. We see it as our mission to contribute to a safer business world.

Join us in this magnificent event !
We want to share all our experience and contri-

Quote from the Operations Manager,

bute to a world-class event. Also, we want to show

Kingdom of Belgium Pavilion Expo 2020 Dubai

and demonstrate Belgium’s vast expertise in risk
management and contribute to the awareness of risk

RealCGR® is certainly an asset to the other pavilions.

management in general.

It helps to identify the critical processes and their impact on
the achievement of organizational objectives.

But there is more. We want to step off the well-trodden
paths of risk management by showing our interest and

In the domain of risk and crisis management, this has

ability to operate in the context of re-invented cities and

traditionally been a tangle of spreadsheets, templates and

resilient cities.

checklists. The BCP tool therefore helps to bundle all of this
in a practical and usable format that matches the wishes of

RealCGR , together with its partner Oracle will show
®

Expo in this regard.

the newest concepts using a magnificent scale-model
of Dubai City. Virtual and augmented reality and IoT will

RealCGR contributes to the Pavilion’s efforts in the fields

create a next-level experience.

of security, risk & resilience in order to assure and sustain
the run-up towards attaining the operational preparedness

The topics are particularly contemporary, social and

certification from authorities.

important as 70% of the world’s population lives in cities
or urbanized areas. Join us in the world that gives a view
on how smart communications can be. See yourself
how “smart-glasses” help interacting with data anytime.
Consider how “smart health care” can/will help us, or
experience how smart alerting can prevent distresses.

RealBCP® is an integrated business continuity
management system (BCMS) that enables
resilience and a crisis readiness lifecycle.

RealDPG® is an integrated data protection
management system (DPMS) that enables
full EU-GDPR compliance.

I ntegrated continuity intelligence
Crisis-specific response system
Risk assessment and B.I.A. module
Business alignment features
3-level testing & prevention module
Guidance and instructions
Document storage

 ethodical data protection compliance
M
Integrated data protection intelligence
Preparedness and compliance proofing
Rights and freedoms case logging
Breach management case logging
Technical and organisational measures
Document storage
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Ask for a demo at sales@realcgr.com

realcgr.com

info@realcgr.com
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